Java Jumble®: Puzzles To Stimulate Your Mind (Jumbles®)
Synopsis

Ideal for an entertaining start to the day or a fun coffee break, these java-themed word puzzles are a mental workout with a humor buzz. For more than 40 years, millions of newspaper readers have delighted in solving Jumble®, which appears in hundreds of national papers and in these puzzle books that offer hours of challenging wordplay and fun. Each page features a series of mixed-up words coupled with a cartoon clue, and one letter from each word is used to form the answer to the puzzle.
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Customer Reviews

Bought this for my husband who loves Jumbles. Just one of those little love you for no reason gifts. He loved it!! Sometimes small things mean so much. You cannot beat the price on . Thanks

When I used to live in the Chicago area, my husband and I always did the jumble puzzles. We would see who could complete them first. I never see these in the stores, but when I searched, I was happy to find them. I bought two of them so we could each work our own. Lots of fun.

I'm a big Jumble fan. Been doing these puzzles for years. My day starts with breakfast and a Jumble puzzle. I prefer this smaller size book to the giant jumble editions because it is easier to handle.
I stopped getting my daily paper and discovered the Jumble was the only thing I missed. This book is chock full of Jumbles and in a nice large print! The best part? You can do more than one a day if you so wish!

What else can be more satisfying than sipping a cup o’ joe as one unscrambles Jumble Puzzles? If you enjoy sipping java and solving Jumble puzzles, you’ll drink in the fun of finding the solutions to the Jumbles within this perky brew of puzzles.

Book has some challenging jumbles enough to keep you busy for awhile. Large print easy for older eyes to see and work

I suspect most reviewers are like me and find these puzzles habit-forming. I expect all the editions have high user ratings, and with good reason. They challenge your mind and keep you sharp.

I solve one or two puzzles every day. These are fine puzzles, but I am going for a more difficult book next time, but not so easy that I don’t have to work to solve most of them.
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